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Motivation

ã High resolution ECEI measurements of KSTAR pedestal region can
be used for

p Understanding of the H-mode pedestal structure
p Validation of models for the H-mode pedestal buildup and ELMs

n Spacial localization of H-mode pedestal
n ELM mode structure
n Dynamics of ELM crashes

ã ECEI data can be also used to reduce uncertainties in the
measurements of plasma profiles in the plasma edge region

ã Minimum requirements for the MHD model of ELM crashes need to
be formulated
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Outline

ã ECEI results for the KSTAR discharges

ã Ideal stability analysis of the H-mode pedestal

ã Verification of stability results with resistive and extended
MHD codes

ã Hierarchy of ELM models in NIMROD

ã Discussion
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ELM Observation by ECEI System

KSTAR discharge 7328: BT = 2.25T , Ip = 750kA, PNBI ∝ 3MW

EFIT at 4.36 s ECEI at 4.36 s
Dα intensity and Spectrogram of 2Ch ECEI
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ELM Observation by ECEI System
ã Very slowly growing modes are observed between large type I ELM crashes

ã Mode number changes as pedestal builds up

p Typically, the toroidal mode number decreases with time

ã During large ELM crash these modes disappear from the region of ECEI
observation and reappear after ELM crash
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Interpretations of ELM Observations

ã The modes observed in the
KSTAR ECEI measurements
are likely to be nonlinear
saturated modes that might
be related to triggering of
ELM crashes

ã ELM crashes observed at
KSTAR are typically triggered
by n=5-12

ã KSTAR discharge 7328 is
investigated in this analysis

p Plasma current,
Ip = 750 kA

p Toroidal magnetic field,
BT = 2.25 T

p Safety factor at 95%
poloidal flux, q95 = 5

p Plasma is heated by 3
MW
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Linear Stability Analysis of KSTAR Discharge 7328

ã The n=5-11 modes are found in
the range of experimental density
and temperature measurements

ã Ballooning stability boundary is
shown. Parallel current densities
that make the peeling modes
unstable are found in the range
of 135− 150 A/cm2

ã The n = 5 and n = 9 toroidal
mode numbers that are close to
the experimentally observed
modes are marked on the
diagram

Stability diagram for KSTAR
discharge 7328
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Linear Stability Analysis of KSTAR Discharge 7328

ã Pedestal plasma density for these
equilibria is ne = 2.6× 1019 m−3,
the pedestal temperatures are
775 eV and 800 eV

ã Bootstrap current was computed
using the Sauter formula for the
case of n = 5 mode and using the
Sauter formula with the scaling
factor of 1.2 for the case of n = 9
mode

ã Because of the scaling factor in the
bootstrap current and the plasma
temperatures in their upper
experimental ranges, it is likely that
the Sauter model under-predicts the
bootstrap current in the KSTAR
pedestal by at least 20%.

Stability diagram for KSTAR discharge
7328
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Analysis of Bootstrap Current in KSTAR Using
Neoclassical XGC0 code

ã Can the differences in the bootstrap
current be explained by uncertainty in
the plasma density measurements?

ã Collisionality scan is performed in
XGC0

ã Plasma pressure is kept fixed,
temperature/density are varied so that
collisionality is varied by factor of 20

v Density and temperature is
changed by factor of 2.7

ã Uncertainty in density measurements
can not completely explain the 20%
shortfall in bootstrap current found in
the ideal stability analysis

It is found that 10% uncertainty in the
density measurements can be responsible for
about 15% uncertainty the bootstrap
current
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Analysis of Bootstrap Current in KSTAR Using
Neoclassical XGC0 code

ã Plot on the right compares of
bootstrap currents computed using
XGC0 with the bootstrap current
computed using Hinton-Hazeltine
formula

ã The bootstrap current in XGC0 is
found to almost two times larger in
the H-mode pedestal region
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Stability Analysis as First Step in the Interpretation
of KSTAR data
The effect of the pedestal width is investigated using the DCON and
BOUT++ codes

As expected, the larger pedestal width results in smaller growth rates
PB boundary is expected to shift

The KBM constrain for the pedestal width is still to be verified
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Verification of Extended MHD NIMROD and
BOUT++ Codes

Objection is to identify minimum physics requirements to the ELM
model that can reproduce the experimental observations at KSTAR
ã Simulations results using the

BOUT++ and NIMROD codes are
compared

ã Equilibrium with somewhat relaxed
pedestal is selected

ã Linear analysis is considered for the
initial verification studies

ã The growth rates and mode structure
are to be compared

ã Start with ideal-like case and add
physics complexity
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Verification of Extended MHD NIMROD and
BOUT++ Codes

ã Comparable resistivity in NIMROD
and BOUT++ (S = 108)

ã BOUT++ defines resistivity differently
in this simulations.

ã Role of parallel viscosity in NIMROD is
tested. Found to have a small effect
on the growth rates

ã Three-field model in BOUT++ does
not evolve density separate from
pressure

ã Diamagnetic effects are included in
BOUT++ and ignored in these
NIMROD simulations. Inclusion of
drift effects in NIMROD result in a
stronger than in BOUT++ mode
stabilization
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Extended MHD BOUT++ Code
BOUT++ provides a framework for simulations in curvilinear geometry

Number of equations is flexible

Finite-difference code

Three field model is used in our ELM study

Pressure

Mag. potential

Vorticity

∗B. Dudson, Computer Physics Comm. (2009), X. Q. Xu, PRL (2010)
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Stability Analysis Using BOUT++ Code

ã Equilibria are generated using
TEQ code in CORSICA

ã The most unstable modes are
shown on the stability diagram

ã BOUT++ is more unstable
comparing to previous stability
analysis that uses ideal stability
DCON code

ã Spitzer resistivity is taken into
account
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Extended MHD Analysis in NIMROD Code

ã Equilibria generated for BOUT++ stability analysis are used in the NIMROD
extended MHD studies

ã Hierarchy of extended MHD models are considered

v Resistive MHD
p Lundquist number S = 108

p Spitzer resistivity is used
p No parallel viscosity or gyro-viscosity
p No particle diffusivity, hyper-diffusivity or hyper-resistivity

v Resistive MHD with drifts
p Parallel viscosity and gyro-viscosity are enabled
p Particle diffusivity is enabled
p No hyper-diffusivity

v Two-fluid MHD
v Two-fluid two-temperature MHD

ã NIMROD simulations uses is 72x512 grid with polynomial degree of 6
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Resistive MHD Analysis in NIMROD
ã All equilibria are found unstable with

relatively weakly growing modes

ã Spectra shifted towards higher toroidal
mode numbers comparing to
BOUT++ analysis

ã The most unstable modes are likely
have toroidal mode numbers larger
than 21
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Drift and Two-fluid Effects in NIMROD

ã Inclusion of gyro-viscosity and
parallel viscosity result in
significant stabilization of all
modes.

ã The low n-modes are found
completely stable with
gyro-viscosity and parallel
viscosity enabled

ã Adding two-fluid effects
destabilize all modes

p Decoupling between
electrons and ions is
expected to be destabilizing
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Nonlinear modeling using NIMROD

Several KSTAR equilibria are studied in nonlinear NIMROD simulations

ã Equilibria are generated using
TEQ in CALTRANS and
previously studied using
BOUT++

ã Several BOUT++ unstable
equilibria are found stable in
NIMROD
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Nonlinear modeling using NIMROD

Different pedestal widths for density and temperature profiles
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Nonlinear modeling using NIMROD

The simulation started using single fluid MHD
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Nonlinear modeling using NIMROD

The simulation continued using two-fluid MHD
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Nonlinear modeling using NIMROD

The simulation continued using single fluid MHD
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Magnetic tangle similar to the EHO case is observed
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Discussion
ã ECE imaging system in KSTAR provides an unique opportunity to validate the extended MHD

codes
p Spacial localization, mode structure, and dynamics of ELM crashes can be compared

ã Results of ideal stability analysis of the H-mode pedestal of KSTAR discharge 7328 are presented
p Ranges for temperatures and densities for n = 5 − 11 unstable modes are consistent with

experimental measurements
p The Sauter expression for the bootstrap current is likely to under-predict the parallel

current density by at least 20%
p The uncertainties in the plasma density and temperature measurements can not

completely explain this shortfall
ã Results of extended MHD analysis using the NIMROD and BOUT++ codes are presented

p Two codes yield comparable growth rates for one of the equilibrium studies in this research
p There also significant differences in mode structure and growth rates are found for other

KSTAR equilibrium
ã Role of different physics effects on the extended MHD results are investigated

p The gyro-viscosity and parallel viscosity effects stabilize the growth rates of modes found
unstable in resistive MHD

p Two-fluid effects destabilize these modes and bring the growth rates close to the original
growth rates

p Preliminary analysis shows that two-fluid two-temperature MHD effects can either
stabilize or destabilize these modes
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